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How technology is making lost
bags a thing of the past
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For many, flying is their preferred mode of travel. Each year,
billions of travelers fly for business, pleasure and all over the world.
Unfortunately, their bags don’t always make it, and this can pose a
serious challenge.
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Nothing can ruin a trip more than a lost bag. Misplaced bags are
a chronic issue but recent advances in technology along with
Resolution 753 are making them less of a headache for airlines and
travelers alike. The investments being made by airlines and airports

will soon make lost bags a thing of the past—a fact that is music to the ears for the nearly 7 billion passengers.i
“Mishandled or lost baggage has always been a major concern for passengers throughout the world...”
At the center of this is Radio-Frequency-Identification (RFI). This technology allows airlines to convert from the
previous industry standard of optical bar-code scanning to a system using radio frequencies to track and identify
bags. The solution has been working thus far as in 2017, less than 6 bags per 1,000 passengers was mishandled.ii

“In 2016, a major
airline invested
$50 million in RFID
technology at 344
stations, tracking 120
million bags annually...”

Resolution 753 also plays a major role in the increased efforts by airlines to better manage baggage handling
processes. Set forth by the International Air Transport Association (IATA), Resolution 753 says airlines must track
baggage at four key points including:

▶▶

▶▶

Passenger handover of baggage to
airline: When the passenger arrives

“Airlines have become much better about baggage handling by

including self-check-in, curbside, or

relying on technology. Today, airlines are 70% less likely to lose

conventional processes.

bags than they were a decade ago”… Travel and Leisure

Loading baggage onto the aircraft:
No matter the point of departure,

▶▶
▶▶

the airline is responsible for making sure the baggage begins the proper journey.
Delivery of baggage to transfer area: The airline is responsible for all passenger baggage
arriving at the planned destination in the same condition they were in upon departure.
Return of baggage to the passenger: Finally, a safe return of baggage to the passenger so
that they can continue onto the next leg of their journey.

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
Air travel can make life easier but nothing’s easy when bags are lost. Thanks to RFI and Resolution 753, airlines and
airports are now taking steps to protect their passenger’s baggage as they continue to entrust them with a crucial
part of their journey. As more passengers continue to fly, the comfort that comes from knowing their bags will be
flying with them is important. On average, airlines pay a staggering $2.1 billion due to lost wages. Using technology
to lessen the rate of lost bags will increase their profits and improve their relationship with their most valued asset –
their passengers.
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About Flagship Facility Services
Flagship was founded in 1988 as a one-person operation, dedicated to the delivery of first-class commercial janitorial services. With headquarters in California, we
currently provide facilities maintenance solutions to four of the top 10 airports in the nation, based on the 2017 JD Powers Airport Satisfaction Rankings. Since entering
the market, we have become a recognized leader by offering a broad range of facilities services. With a staff of nearly 4,000 positioned throughout the United States,
our broad suite of services includes facilities management, planning, culinary, and grounds.

For more information, visit www.flagshipinc.com

